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E-Content 

(Home Assignment) 
 

CLASS-V 

SUBJECT- ENGLISH 

 

            Visit the link to learn about VERBS 

https://youtu.be/fFNsgKUMfLs 
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SUBJECT- MATH 

 

Visit the link to study Simplifying expressions 

https://youtu.be/SQrIt-Cac8w 

 

 
 

 

https://youtu.be/SQrIt-Cac8w
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SUBJECT- G.K. 

 

Visit the link to study Ch- PLANT KINGDOM 

https://youtu.be/v9BvEJSe7mo 

 

 
 

 

https://youtu.be/v9BvEJSe7mo
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SOCIAL STUDIES TEST 
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ANSWER KEY for HINDI TEST 
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SUBJECT: COMPUTER 

CLASS: V 

 

CHAPTER – 1 

COMPUTER HARDWARE (Contd.) 

 

Click on the link to learn about various Hardware components present inside 

a CPU Box 

https://youtu.be/LdIGTIWODNM 

 

COMPONENTS INSIDE THE CPU BOX 

 

In the last lecture, we had discussed various Input Devices and Output 

Devices. Now let us discuss the third category of hardware components 

i.e. components that are present inside the CPU Box. 
 

 
 

1. SMPS 

2. Motherboard 

3. Processor or CPU 

4. Memory chips 

5. Ports 

6. Disk drives 

https://youtu.be/LdIGTIWODNM
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1. SMPS: stands for Switched Mode Power Supply. It converts the 

incoming electricity into proper voltage, and supplies it to other parts 

inside the CPU Box. 
 

 

 

2. Motherboard: also referred to as MOBO. A motherboard is the 

main printed circuit board that holds, and allows, communication 

between many of the crucial electronic components of a system, such as 

the central processing unit, memory and several cards like sound and 

video cards, and provides connectors for other peripherals. 

 

 Sound Card 

allows the 

computer to play 

sounds and 

music. 
                                         

 

 Video card 

allows the 

computer to 

display videos, 

graphics and 

animations. 
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3. Processor or CPU: A central processing unit (CPU), also called a 

central processor or main processor. It is the brain of computer that 

processes the data and instructions provided through input devices and 

then passes the result of processing to the output devices. 

 

 

4. MEMORY CHIPS is an integrated circuit made out of millions of 

capacitors and transistors that can store data or can be used to process 

code. Memory chips can hold memory either temporarily through 

random access memory (RAM), or permanently through read 

only memory (ROM). 
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The difference between RAM and RAM is as follows 

RAM ROM 

RAM (random access memory) is 

meant for temporary storage 

ROM (read only memory) is meant 

for permanent storage. 

RAM chip is volatile, means once 

the power is turned off, It losses 

the previously holding information 

ROM is non-volatile it doesn't 

losses any information even 

though power is turned off. 

RAM chip is used in the normal 

operations of computer 

ROM chip is used mainly for 

start-up process of computer. 

Writing the data to a RAM is 

faster than ROM 

Writing the data to a RAM is 

comparatively slower than 

ROM 

 

ROM is used for storing special software called BIOS (BASIC INPUT 

OUTPUT SYSTEM). It helps to load OPERATING SYSTEM when 

a computer system is switched on. 

 

5. PORTS: are the inlets present on the CPU Box that lets you plug 

various devices such as mouse to the computer system. Now a days, most 

of the devices are connected to computer through USB (UNIVERSAL 

SERIAL BUS) ports. 
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6. DISK DRIVES: are the devices in computer that let you store and 

retrieve data and applications on the storage devices such as hard disk, 

CD and DVD. 

HARD DISK: stores large amount of data. It is the main storage device 

inside a computer. 

 
CD: Compact Disk are circular in shape and can store up to 700 MB data. 

 
DVD: Digital Video Disk looks like CD, is circular in shape and capable 

of storing six times more data than CD. 

 
CD and DVD drives are used to read and write information on CD and 

DVD respectively. 
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ASSIGNMENT (For Revision only) 
(NOT TO BE DONE ON FAIR COPY) 

 

 Questions for practice: 

 

1. FULL FORMS: 

a. VDU 

b. MICR 

c. RAM 

d. ROM 

e. CPU 

f. SMPS 

g. USB 

h. BIOS 

i. CD 

j. DVD 

2. What is the role of motherboard? 

3. Who supplies proper electricity to other parts inside the CPU box? 

4. Which hardware component holds the cards such as sound cards and 

video cards? 

5. What do we call the inlets present on the CPU box that let you plug 

various devices to a computer system? 

6. Write the use of sound card and video card. 

7. Name two types of memory chips present on the motherboard. 

8. Which memory is volatile and which memory is non-volatile? 

9. Name 3 storage devices. 

10. Find the odd one out. (from BACK EXERCISE)  

(To be solved in book [page no 9]) 

1.1  scanner, touch screen, printer, mouse 

1.2  printer, monitor, speaker, microphone 

1.3  hard disk, CD, RAM, DVD 

1.4  motherboard, barcode reader, disk drives, memory chips 
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BACK EXERCISE 
(To be solved in book [page no 8 and 9]) 

 

 
 

 
 

QUESTION/ANSWER 
(To be done in fair notebook) 
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SUBJECT: COMPUTER 

CLASS: V 

 

CHAPTER – 1 

COMPUTER HARDWARE 

 

                                               (ANSWER KEY)                          MM:20 

 

1. Name the first electronic handwriting tablet.         (1) 

Ans: Telautograph 

2. Name any 2 places where touchscreens are used.       (1)

 Ans: ATM’s, Airports.      

3. What are input devices? Give any 2 examples.       (2) 

 Ans: Input devices are the devices that are used to give data and 

instructions   to the computer. Examples: keyboard, Mouse etc. 

4. Write the use of following devices in one line:                                            (2) 

i) Plotter: is a special type of printer used for producing high quality 

graphics. 

ii) Joystick: is an input device used for playing games. 

5. Write the full form of:                   (2) 

i)  MICR: Magnetic ink character reader/recognition 

ii) VDU: Visual display unit       

6. Name the two types of printer? Write one example of each type of printer.  

Ans: Impact printer e.g.: dot matrix printer                                           (2) 

       Non-Impact printer e.g.: laser printer  

7. Suggest the suitable device for the following use.                                         (5) 

 

a. Device used to create digital copy of the printed image. - Scanner 

b. Device used in shops to quickly read the information of a product-     

Barcode Reader 

c. Device used to listen songs. - Speaker 

d. Device used to view pictures on screen. - Monitor 

e. Device used to print text and pictures on to paper. - Printer 
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8. Find the odd one out.                    (2) 

1.1 scanner, touch screen, printer, mouse 

Ans: printer 

1.2  printer, monitor, speaker, microphone 

Ans: microphone 

 

9. Write I for Input device and O for Output device.                                         (3) 

a. Keyboard - I                  9.4 Plotter - O 

b. Printer - O                     9.5 Speaker- O 

c. Scanner - I                     9.6 Microphone - I 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


